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[문1] 밑줄 친 의미 중 가장 알맞은 것을 고르시오. 

For your convenience, Kansas City Tribune offers an Automatic 

Payment Service which will allow your payment to be 

automatically deducted from your checking  account on the last 

day of each month.

① reduced          ② introduced

③ benefited         ④ subtracted

[문2] 밑줄 친 의미 중 가장 알맞은 것을 고르시오.

Adept at leading a team or working as part of a team, I am also 

an enthusiastic self-starter able to work from home.  

① adjusting         ② skillful

③ changing         ④ helpful

[문3] 빈칸에 가장 알맞은 것을 고르시오

Coach Croft worked out the strategy carefully, but  it proved to 

be               when our passes were intercepted, repeatedly, 

and we lost by three touchdowns.

① abstruse         ② abrasive

③ abortive         ④ avocation

[문4] 빈칸에 가장 알맞은 것을 고르시오

 Representatives from the union       resisted the proposal 

presented by the management, but in the end they agreed to it.  

① initially              ② ultimately

③ perpetually          ④ distantly

[문5] 빈칸에 가장 알맞은 것을 고르시오.

 A : Could you donate a few dollars to the orphans?

 B : Sorry,         is not allowed in this store.

① loitering              ② trespassing

③ monitoring            ④ soliciting

[문6] 다음 중 어법상 틀린 곳을 고르시오.

Mr. Cohen has ① a good chance of ② electing as a chairman 

③ although he is only 40   ④ years old.

[문7] 다음 중 어법상 틀린 곳을 고르시오.

 Moonquakes ① originating at ② deep of 

③ some 800 kilometers indicate that the Moon has 

④ considerable rigidity and is not molten at such levels.

① originating              ② deep

③ some                   ④ considerable rigidity

[문8] 다음 글을 잃고 물음에 답하시오.

 The Sun Times Daily gave its "Worst corporation" award to 

Inrun Corporation for embezzling its employees of investments 

they made in the company's stock. Two other companies were 

runner-ups for the award. These were Auditing Systems, Inc. 

for concealing anomalies in audits it did for several firms and 

Country Talents for promoting no-talent singers.  

Q: Which business defrauded its workers?

① The Sun Times Daily   ② Inrun Corporation

③ Auditing Systems, Inc   ④ Country Talents

[문9] What is not true about the passage?

 The favorite expression of one of Charles Dickens characters 

was, "when found, make a note of. " There is much wisdom in 

this remark for the person who likes to write. If you have an 

idea which would make a topic for a story, if you observe an 

interesting person in a crowd, or if you hear a story which 

suggests a better one to you, a line or two in your notebook will 

help you to remember your idea when you sit down to write. 

① Charles Dickens seems to be a writer.

② A line in your notebook help you to remember your idea

③ It is helpful to write it down for writing

④ Charles Dickens is a man of character

[문10] Which of the following could best replace the word 

moratorium in the passage?

 In 1929 there began the Great Depression, which reached 

worldwide proportions. In 1931, President Herbert Hoover 

proposed a moratorium on foreign debts, but this and other 

measures failed to prevent economic collapse

① exigency           ② fabrication

③ machination        ④ postponement

[문11] 빈칸에 가장 알맞은 말을 넣으시오.

 Rome is more than a mere city : fabulously rich in art, culture 

and architecture. It seems to symbolize what is admirable about 

Western civilization. The history of Rome is indeed that of human 

and artistic endeavor without parallel. However, the history of 

Rome also tell us the other side of the coin, which is above all a 

story of cruelty, corruption, greed and moral degradation. 

Founded in fratricide, the city survives from century to century, 

sacked, looted, conquered, occupied. It is perhaps this piquant 

juxtaposition of               that has fascinated people for 

generations.

① cruel despotism and fair democracy

② high achievement and base depravity

③ historical fact and fictional stories

④ scenic beauty and cultual heritage
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[문12] 다음 기사의 제목으로 적절한 것은?

 Police arrested 46 people in a celebrity riot after Ohio State 

university's football team defeated the university of Michigan 

14-9. At first, the students were celebrating in the streets, and 

then, at about midnight, a mob of students started a fire and 

began burning furniture. Meanwhile, another group began 

overturning cars and setting them on fire. They destroyed nine 

cars before police arrived. Police used pepper spay and wooden 

bullets against the crowd. The rioters threw bottles and cans at 

the police. "They can't stop it. " said one student. Police had 

control of most areas by 4:14 a.m. After the violent celebration, 

university officials said they would punish the rioters.

① Cultual difference in celebrating

② Competitiveness of amateur 

③ The ugly change of a victory celebration

④ The quick restoration of law and order

[문13] 다음글을 읽고 빈칸에 알맞은 말을 고르시오.

 Similar to objectivity and subjectivity are fact and opinion. A fact 

is something that can be proved to be true or untrue. An opinion,   

           , is belief that has not yet been proved (or can not be 

proved) by observation. ... means are meant, or other objective 

means... Most opinions are based on facts on at least what 

someone believes to be a fact, but opinions are not facts 

themselves. 

① therefore              ② moreover

③ then                   ④ however

[문14] 다음 글을 읽고 물음에 답하시오.

 Contrary to general belief, this quest for import relief has hurt 

more companies than it has helped. As corporations begin to 

function globally, they develop an intricate web of marketing, 

production, and research relationships. The complexity of these 

relation- ships makes it unlikely that a system of import relief 

laws will meet the strategic needs of all the units under the same 

parent company.

Q: What can best describe the author's attitude toward import 

relief?

① endorsement            ② ambivalence

③ skepticism              ④ indifference

 * 다음 글을 읽고 물음에 답하시오. (15~17) 

 Organic farming is a system of agriculture that uses 

environmentally sound techniques for raising crops and livestock 

that are free from most synthetic pesticides, growth hormones, 

and antibiotics. Organic farmers typically rely on pesticides and 

fertilizers derived from plants, animal wastes, and minerals. They 

incorporate biological methods, such as the use of one organism 

to suppress another, to help control pests. The methods used 

organic farming increase soil fertility, balance insect populations, 

and reduce air, soil, and water pollution.

Organic farming is a small but rapidly growing sector of 

agriculture in the United States. Sales of organic foods increased 

from $5 billion in 2004 to $ 9.5 billion in 2007. Organic food 

sales now make up 7 to 9 percent of retail food sales but are 

projected to increase to 20 percent by the year 2008. Exports of 

organic products to Japan and some European countries are also 

growing, where organic farming typically is more widespread. In 

Austria, for example, 11 percent of land is farmed using organic 

methods. 

[문15] What does organic farming accomplish?

① It increases insect populations

② It improves soil quality

③ It genetically alters crops

④ It leads to the creation of safer pesticides

[문16] What can be said about Organic farming of agriculture in the 

United States?

① It is not very popular

② Organic food sales will increase 7-9 percent annually

③ 11 percent of the land is used for organic farming

④ Its popularity is growing

[문17] What is true about organic crops?

① They are free from all pesticides

② They are given growth hormones

③ They are grown with natural fertilizers

④ They are exports from the U.S globally

* 다음 글을 읽고 물음에 답하시오. (18~20)

 To make getting to your destination easier and cheaper for our 

passengers, the city of New Castle has introduced new 

transportation cards. These cards may be used on both the bus 

and subway. Cards may be purchased  and recharged at all 

subway stations, news stands, and convenience stores. The new 

cards may be recharged in increments of $ 5.00, and these new 

cards also save your money. The standard fare is $ 1.00 but by 

using your transportation card you are only charged 90 cents. In 

addition, when transferring between either bus or subway, you 

are not charged extra if your transfer is completed within 30 

minutes. We are sure you will be pleased with the new system. 

If you have any questions, please visit our web site for more 

information.  

[문18] How much time is given if you wish to transfer between 

either bus or subway without being charged extra?

① 20 minutes          ② 30 minutes

③ 40 minutes          ④ 50 minutes

[문19] Which place does not sell the new transportation cards?

① bus stops

② the subway stations

③ newspaper stands

④ convenience stores

[문20] How much is the standard fare?

① $0.90            ② $1.00

③ $1.90            ④ $5.00 
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